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In regard to the origin of this plant, although there has never been
room for reasonable doubt, there have been those who fancied there

was room for argument. America is clearly and beyond question the

native country of Indian corn. Yet, from the commencement of its

history, writers have not been wanting to contest this point, and to

claim for it an Eastern origin. The weight of authority and of argu-

ment so entirely preponderates in favor of its American origin, that

it is scarcely worthwhile, in a work aiming to be useful rather than

learned, to waste the time of the reader with idle and unprofitable

speculation, —EnwARDEnfield (lO).

This statement which appeared almost a century ago

in an otherwise undistinguished work is as true today as

it was then. Wesupposed when, some twenty years ago,

we wrote our monograph on the origin of Indian corn

and its relatives (31) that there was one question —its

place of origin, America or the Old World —which had
been answered once and for all. It turns out that we were

wrong; for although our monograph stimulated much
useful interest in the problem of the origin of maize, it

also opened a veritable Pandora's box of unrestrained

speculation on certain aspects of the problem. It has,

as a consequence, become necessary once again to review

the evidence pertaining to the question of corn's place of

oriuin.
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Pri>Coixt:\ii5Ian Mai;^e in Asia?

Among the herbalists and early botanists who gave

their attention to maize, there were a number who re-

garded it as a plant of Old World origin (ef- 80), The

evidence which de Candolle (7) marshalled to support his

conclusion on the American origin of maize was so con-

vincing that the problem was then generally regarded

as solved. But several times in this century the question

of an Asiatic origin or of a pre-Columbian distribution

of maize in Asia has been raised. Following the discovery

of a previously unknown type of endosperm, ''w^axy/'

in a variety of Chinese maize, Collins (9) suggested, de-

spite Laufer's (23) earlier conclusion to the contrary, that

maize may have been knowm in Asia before the discovery

of America. JMore recently Anderson has, on several

occasions (1, 2), suggested the possibility of an Asiatic

origin of maize or of its prehistoric spread to Asia, and,

in a joint paper with Stonor (38) describing some collec-

tions of maize from Assam, reached the conclusion that

'*maizc must either have originated in Asia or have been

taken there in pre-Columbian times.

The conclusions of Stonor and Anderson were wel-

comed by the 'Miffusionists/' a school of geographers,

anthropologists and others who professed to see in art

forms, myths, and other cultural traits, including the use

of plants, great similarities between Asia and America

and who, for reasons which are not at all clear to us, are

apparently determined to prove that all of these traits

diflused from a commoncenter. So far as plants are con-

cerned the diflusionists' theses have had the support,

especially of Carter (8), Heyerdahl (l^'i), and Sauer (37),

all of whom have regarded the conclusions of Anderson

or of Stonor and Anderson as sup])orting the idea of pre-

Columbian, trans-Pacific diffusion.
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DifFusionists muy also have found encouragement in

Hattys (1-i) fascinating study of American and Indone-

sian folklore which showed some remarkable similarities

between the two, especially with respect to various ver-

sions of the Corn Mother myth. For example, the origin

of cultivated plants from a sacrificed child, an important

motif in Indonesia, is also conspicuous in Peruvian myth-
ology. Nevertheless, Ilatt was compelled to conclude

that if agriculture and myths reached America across the

Pacific Ocean this must have taken place not all at once

but at different times, He did not suggest diffusion in

the opposite direction nor did he consider it a possibility,

as Sauer seems to have, that a Corn Mother myth could

have been diffused except as it accompanied the spread

of a grain.

The idea of a pre-Columbian interchange of plants be-

tween the Old World and the New was virtually de-

molished by Merrill (33). He showed that there is not

only a lack of tangible evidence for such prehistoric dif-

fusion but also that the presence of American plants in

Asia soon after the discovery of America is easily and

reasonably accounted for by the early Portuguese trade

route established in loOO from Brazil to Goa by way of

the Cape of Good Hope.

So far as maize is concerned, the case for its pre-

Columbian occurrence in Asia, never a very convincing

one, was considerably weakened when Mangelsdorf and

Oliver (30) showed that the Assamese maize described

by Stonor and Anderson is not at all unique and has

close counterparts in Colombia and other parts of South

America. The case has recently been weakened still more
by new evidence presented by Ho (IG) who, after a

searching study of Chinese historical sources, concluded

that maize was introduced into China early in the six-

teenth century arriving there by both overland and mari-

time routes. He states:
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Summinrr up the introduction of maize into China, we maj- say that

maize was introduced into China two or three decades before 1550; that

it was probably introduced by both the overland and maritime routes
;

that there is little reason to justify Laufer's far-reaching conclusion,

especially in the light of the introduction of other New World plants,

that in the dissemination of food plants a land route is preferred over

a sea route as their way of propagation' ; and that, barring a sensa-

tional discovery in Chinese sources clearly indicating a pre-Columbian

introduction, Chinese maize as a topic for anthropological speculation

should be closed.

Suto and Yoshida (39) were doubtless unaware of

Ho's paper when they concluded, on the basis of decid-

edly meager evidence, that one of the types of oriental

maize, Persian, described by them must have had an ex-

tensive pre-Columbian distribution in parts of Asia.

They also favored iVnderson's suggestion (2) that corn

originated in Asia perhaps as an amphidiploid of a five-

chromosome species of Coinj or Sorghinn. They were

apparently unaware also of the discovery by Barghoorn

et a! (4) of fossil maize pollen in the Valley of Mexico

almost identical with that of modern maize pollen. This

discovery, to be discussed in more detail later, virtually

proves the American origin of corn and rules out the pos-

sibility of an Asiatic origin.

PiiE-CoLUMEixVN Corn in Africa?

The confusion which can result from what Enfield has

called "idle and unprofitable speculation" is nowhere

better illustrated than in Jeffreys' (20) acceptance of that

part of the Stonor-Anderson thesis which holds that, if

maize did not originate in Asia, it must have been taken

there in prehistoric times.

Jeffreys (17) had earlier assembled extensive historical

references purporting to show that there had been Arab-

Negro contacts with the Americas beginning about 900

A.D. and that maize had been introduced into Africa

before 14.92. When Goodwin (12) described potsherds
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from Ife in Nigeria, apparently decorated by rolling a

maize cob over wet clay, Jeffreys (18) proceeded to date

the introduction of maize into the region in Africa repre-

sented by Ife at 1000-1100 A.T>.\ a date slightly earlier

than the one which he had arrived at on the basis of

other evidence (lO). He then showed by linguistic and

historical evidence how it might have spread from Africa

to Asia (20).

To analyze Jeffreys' arguments in detail would seem

to serve no useful purpose until it should first become
clear: (A) that the impressions on the African pottery

are unmistakably those of maize^; (I^) that they are un-

mistakably pre-Columbian. Unless these two facts can

be clearly established, we prefer to agree with Goodwin's

recent statement (in a letter) which he has kindly given

us permission to quote:

. . . and am of the opinion that not all of this pottery was decorated

by rolling a maize cob over the surface. I have no evidence from that

or from any other source suggesting that maize reached Africa in Pre-

Columbian times.

Pre-Columbian Maize in Europe?

Finan (11), in a study of the maize illustrated and de-

scribed in the herbals, concluded that there were two

Weatherwax erroneously attributes to Goodwin the idea of a pre-

Columbian introduction of maize into Africa. Goodwin carefully

avoided drawing such a conclusion.

^ We have not been able to obtain specimens of the African pot-

sherds for examination but, since this was written, we have seen

photographs of one of them displayed at the Tenth International Con-

gress of Genetics in Montreal by Dr. W, R. Stanton of Nigeria. There

is little doubt that this impression is of a maize cob since the paired

arrangement of the spikelets is clearly shown. But Stanton, like

Goodwin, regards these impressions as post-Columbian and states that

he is in general agreement with Porteres (35) who, after carefully re-

viewing the evidence presented by Jeffreys, Mauny, and others, con-

cluded that maize reached Africa in the sixteenth century by two

routes ; a flint corn by way of the Mediterranean and the Nile ; a soft

[probablj^ dent] corn by way of tlie coast of Guinea.
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distinct types: the first, charaeteri/cd by conspicuous

prop roots, was probably a tropical form introduced into

Europe from the Caribbean area soon after 1492; the

second, which hicks prop roots but sometimes has nu-

merous tillers, is similar to the Northern Flints of east-

ern North America and appears to have been well known

in Europe within 50 years after America's discovery. lie

(as well as Anderson in the preface to Finan*s work)

raised the question whether it could have been intro-

duced into Europe by the Norsemen before 1492. P^inan

also speculated on the reason for the common belief

among the herbalists that corn came to Europe from the

Orient,

Suto and Yoshida have gone even further than this in

their unqualified assertion that the Aegean type, from

which they believed the European maize to be derived

and which was first described by Anderson and Erown

(8), was, like the Persian, diffused throughout the Old

World before 1492.

Corn's Rapid Spread after 1492

If all of these various assertions about pre-Columbian

maize in the Old \Vorld were true, maize must have been

about as widely distributed there as it was in America.

Why then did it not leave a single tangible record of any

kind of its presence? Why did corn cause such wonder-

ment to sixteenth centur}^ students of plants if it had

already been known for several centuries or more?

Underlying all of the speculations on pre-Columbian

maize in Asia, Africa, or Europe is one common assump-

tion; that corn could not have spread rapidly enough

after 1492 to reach all of the places where it was known
a generation later. This is not only a higlily unreliable

premise but also, we think, a presumptuous one for it

places arbitrary limits, not justified cither by history or
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by contemporary experience, on mankind's capacity to

spread, throu<rh trade and other means, the world's prod-

ucts. So far as Europe and Africa are concerned, the

early post-Columbian occurrence of maize is explained

quite satisfactorily by Wright (4G) who showed how the

Moors, after being partially expelled from Spain between

1499 and 1502, took maize with them to Tangier and the

north African coast wlience it rapidly si:)read to that part

of the world which lay around the Mediterranean Sea,

i.e., Turkey, Syria, and Egypt. Wright explains further

that the name ''Turk" in England during the sixteenth

century was often used indiscriminately with ''Moor"

to indicate a Moslem. It seems probable, therefore, that

maize at one period was obtained more easily in western

Europe from the Moslem regions of the Mediterranean

than from the West Indies and hence was known to the

English as "Turkey corn" (both Egypt and Syria were

then parts of Turkey) and to the Italians as grano turco.

Perhaps the belief, held by a number of the herbalists,

that maize came from the East was based on nothing

more than the fact that its commonname seemed clearly

to indicate an eastern origin. Some recent modern con-

clusions regarding its origin have had little more foun-

dation in fact.

The Place ok Origin in AiAierica

The discovery by Barghoorn ct al (4) of fossil pollen

in the Valley of Mexico seems now to have established

the origin of corn in America beyond question but it

still leaves open the problem of where in America maize

was first domesticated.

The fossil pollen also proves without doubt that wild

maize once grew in the Valley of Mexico. But the fact

that maize pollen was found in tlie drill core only at great

depths (below G9 meters) and then was absent until it
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appeared again at the upper levels (above 3.G meters),

probably after the establishment of agriculture, suggests

that the early fossil maize was that of a colony which

became extinguished, perhaps through volcanic action.

However, if wild maize grew in one Mexican valley it

ly well have grown in others and in similar sites inm
other regions.

Archaeological maize from caves in Mexico and New
Mexico —some of it not far removed in its characteristics

from wild corn —also points to an early center of domes-

tication in Mexico. Furthermore, the oldest archaeolo-

nical corn so far discovered in South America —that de-

scribed by Bird (5) from Huaca Trieta —is later than the

earliest corn from either Bat Cave or La Terra Cave and

is more advanced in its development. P'inally, anthro-

pologists now tend to believe that the prehistoric cultures

of America had their beginnings in Middle America and

read from there to South America (45).

For all of these reasons, Mangelsdorf concluded

Maize undoubtedly had

f origin in Middle A
T

earlier one (31) that maize had its origin in the lowlands

of South America —an assumption based on the fact that

pod corn, which we then regarded and still regard as the

ancestral form, was repeatedly encountered there and

was apparently unknown in Mexico and Central Amer-

ica. And then, too, with teosinte disposed of as a hybrid

of maize and Tripsacum, tliere no longer seemed to be

any compelling reason for looking to the region where

tposinte is native as the center of origin of maize. We
have never been convinced, as Weathcrwax has appar-

ently been (41, 42, 43), that corn's center of origin must

coincide with tlie center of diversity of its relatives, teo-

sinte and Tripsacum.
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In spite of the recently discovered evidence for a Mid-

dle American origin of cultivated maize-^one which has

been favored on the basis of other evidence not only by

Weatherwax but also by Kempton and Popenoe (21),

Kuleshov (22), Meade (32), and Vavilov (40) —we are

not yet ready to rule out completely the possibility of

an independent center of origin somewhere in South

America although our earlier idea of a single origin in the

lowlands of South America has now been abandoned.

There are still too many facts which are not completely

explained by the assumption of a single origin in Middle

America. Among these are : (a) the great diversity of

corn in the highlands of Peru
;

(b) the fact that all of

the known pericarp colors of corn occur in one depart-

ment, Ancash, of Peru (13); (c) the frequent occurrence

of pod corn in valleys on the eastern slopes of the Andes

;

(d) the high incidence of the tu^ gene in Peruvian corn

(27) ;
(e) the occurrence in Peru of a primitive race, Con-

fite Morocho, which could conceivably be the progenitor

of all of the other known primitive races of the hemi-

sphere (13). So far as the evidence from living corn vari-

eties is concerned, it still points strongly to a South

American center in the highlands of Peru, Bolivia and

Ecuador and, were it not for the conflicting evidence

from fossil pollen and archaeological maize, we should

unhesitatingly continue to assume that corn had its ori-

gin in South America.

An obvious solution to this dilemma is to assume that

maize has been domesticated more than once. Such an

assumption would not be radically new. We(31) have

previously pointed out that five of the cultivated plants

common to Middle America and South America

—

squashes, beans, tomatoes, amaranths, and cotton —were

represented in the two regions by different species or sub-

species. There is now evidence that this may have been
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io of corn. There are at least three different prin

2es of maize in Peru today (lo) ; two in Colonib

nd four in Mexico (44). Precursors of two of tl

Mexican races, Nal-Tel and CI

fr

been identified in archaeological collections from caves in

northeastern Mexico (29) and northwestern Mexico (28).

This shows that even in quite early stages of domestica-

tion there were already distinct types of corn. One con-

clusion which might be drawn at this time is that wild

corn occurred sporadically in restricted sites in the moun-

tainous region of this hemisphere : in Bolivia, Ecuador,

and Peru in South America and in Guatemala and Mex-

ico in Middle America. Once agriculture had been in-

vented and maize domesticated it may have been domes-

ticated repeatedly by the American Indians wherever it

was found. Such a conclusion might require modification

at any time as the result of the discovery of new^ archae-

ological evidence, especially from South America.
'"^

In this connection mention should be made of the hy-

pothesis of Birket-Smith (G), based largely on linguistic

evidence, that maize originated in Colombia, perhaps in

the lower llio Magdalcna Valley. In Colombia there are

^ Since this was written a study (still unpublished) of the most re-

cent find of archaeological maize from a site in the lea Valley on the

coast of Peru shows that the predominatins type of corn is remark-

ably uniform and is similar, if not identical, to the prehistoric precur-

sor of the still existing Mexican race, Chapalote. Some of the lea

ears, however, show various modifications which can be attributed to

introgression from a race of popcorn, Confite Morocho, which is stUl

found in parts of Peru, especially in the Department of Ayacucho. It

now appears that the great diversity of maize in Peru had its begin-

nings when a prehistoric popcorn from Mexico hybridized with the

Peruvian popcorn. Whether the Peruvian popcorn was already in cul-

tivation when the Mexican race was introduced cannot be determined

from the evidence now available. Additional archaeological evidence

from the i'eruvian highlands may shed new light on this problem.
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names, some of which are regarded as "primitive," as-

sociated with maize, its culture and uses, which have

affinities with those of Central America, Ecuador, Peru,

Venezuela, and the South American lowlands. Koberts

et al (30) have suggested that such a situation might have

developed if this region had been not a center of origin

but a crossroads in which the cultures of Central Amer-
ica, the Andean highlands, and the South American
lowlands converged. That northern Colombia was defi-

nitely a crossroads region is now generally accepted by
anthropologists. Evidence from a study of Colombian
races of maize tends to support this interpretation. Other

aspects of the case for a Colombian origin have been re-

viewed by Mesa Bernal (34).

The Time of Origin

The fossil maize pollen of Mexico, presumably that of a

w^ld corn, is assigned, on the basis of systematic changes

in the frequency of other types of associated pollen, to

the last interglacial period. Recent estimates place this

at 80,000 years or more ago. There is no reason to doubt

that wild maize is much older than this.

The origin of cultivated maize is, of course, much more
recent. The oldest archaeological specimens so far stud-

ied, those of Eat Cave in New Mexico, are dated by
Libby's radiocarbon determinations of associated char-

coal at 5,600 years. There is a possibility that the pre-

historic maize and charcoal are not contemporaneous

;

that the charcoal is a residue of fires built by itinerate

campers long before the cave was occupied by maize-

growling people. This date, however, is not inconsistent

with those from other sites. The oldest corn from La
Perra Cave, dated by radiocarbon determination of asso-

ciated vegetal remains at 444j years, is by no means as

primitive as the earliest Bat Cave specimens. The oldest
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archaeological maize from Swallow Cave, similar to the

earliest Bat Cave material, has not been dated but the

fact that it occurred in levels 13 and 14, seven feet below

the surface, suggests a very substantial age. The pre-

pottery corn from Tm C 247, a site excavated by

MacNeish (24, 25), some of which is similar to the Bat

Cave corn, has been tentatively dated at 3945 years. The

oldest corn from Huaca Prieta in Peru, dated about 2900

years, is already well advanced in its development over

the earliest Bat Cave corn.

The evidence, so far as it goes, is consistent with the

conclusion that corn was first domesticated about 5000

years ago or perhaps a millennium or more still earlier.

How, even in this length of time, could the primitive

corn, wnth which domestication began, have evolved into

the highly developed varieties of today such as the Corn-

Belt corn of the United States with its magnificent ears

or the spectacular large-seeded flour corn of the region

bis is a question to w^hich we hopeof Cuzco, Peru? 1

that the earlier pap

least, some of the ii

h
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